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Table 1: Existing vs. Proposed Tank Characteristics
Existing
Proposed
Constructed
1936
2022 (anticipated)
Capacity (MG)
0.25
1.5
Base Elevation (ft above sea level)
674
674
Overflow Elevation (ft above sea level)
769
779
Tank Height to Overflow (ft)
95
105
Maximum Diameter (ft)
52.5
86
Type Legged
Composite
Material
Steel
Concrete (Base), Steel (Bowl)
Commonly received questions:
1. Why at this location?
There are several factors which dictate proper placement of water system storage. These
include:
a. Proximity to Water Source: In the case of Sunset Elevated Tank, the source of its water
comes from Missouri American’s South Water Treatment Plant, located within the City
of Sunset Hills at 12710 Maurer Industrial Dr. Proximity to South WTP is important
because the existing pumps, electrical equipment, and piping within South WTP’s pump
station were designed and sized appropriately to pump water from South WTP to
Sunset Elevated Tank. Moving the location of the elevated storage to which South WTP
is pumping would affect the pump station’s pumping efficiency (at best) or require
costly upgrades to increase pumps, piping, and electrical equipment (at worst).
b. Topography/Elevation: Site elevation is arguably the most important factor to consider
in site selection for water storage tanks. Storage tanks set the hydraulic grade line for
the distribution systems they serve. Placing storage tanks at too low of an elevation
results in low water pressure for those located in the highest elevations of the service
area, or the need to “boost” the water pressure, which necessitates the need for
additional pumping equipment, electricity usage, and likely a backup power supply
source (typically a generator). The Sunset Elevated Tank is located at a relative high
point in the local topography, which allows a tank to be constructed at a reasonable
height while providing the necessary hydraulic grade line for the service area.
Constructing overly tall tanks quickly becomes cost ineffective and introduces additional
complications and hazards during tank construction.
c. Location along Adequately Sized Distribution Mains: South WTP and Sunset Elevated
Tank are located fairly centrally within this service area, which is important to be able to
distribute water fairly equally and efficiently in all directions throughout the service
area. The existing Sunset Elevated Tank has served this area since the 1930’s. Many
pipeline installations and replacements have occurred since the 1930’s to create the
existing pipe network in place today. While new distribution mains can be constructed,
reconfiguring the distribution system results in significant cost expenditures and
additional disturbance/annoyances to property owners located along the new pipeline
installation route(s). Modifying the historical flow patterns of a distribution system also
has the potential to result in undesirable affects in certain portions of the service area.

Figure 1: Basic rendering of proposed tank (left) in relation to existing tank (right).

Figure 2: Basic rendering of proposed tank (right) from Crestwick Dr. just east of tank sites.

2. Why this size?
Storage tanks are sized with a number of factors in mind:
a. Peak Day Demand: Sufficient water storage is designed to maintain adequate system
pressure during periods of peak demand. Peak demand in 2022 (and into the future
years) is significantly greater than when the tank was initially designed in the 1930’s.
More rooftops, as well as greater demands from golf courses, commercial, and
industrial users, has resulted in significantly greater peak demands. Missouri American
has been compensating for higher peak demands using additional pumping. Increasing
elevated storage decreases strain on pumps during periods of peak demands, resulting
in less equipment failures, lower power usage, and ultimately lower costs passed on our
customers. Missouri American’s Planning Engineers incorporate storage for peak daily
demand into their evaluation and recommendations on tank sizing.
b. Fire Flow Storage: The population and makeup of the Sunset Hills and surrounding area
has changed considerably since the original tank was constructed. Fire flow
requirements are also continually modified as building and fire protection codes are
updated and are much more at the forefront of design than they were in previous eras.
Missouri American’s Engineers within our Planning department incorporate fire storage
into their evaluation and recommendations on tank sizing. Appropriately sizing storage
tanks helps keep insurance costs low for customers in nearby areas.
c. Specialty Use Storages: Sunset Elevated Tank’s location near South WTP allows it to act
essentially as extended clear well storage. This means that when South WTP’s wash
water tank is out of service for routine maintenance or during an emergency repair,
water from Sunset Elevated Tank can be used to wash filters, thereby keeping South
WTP in service and producing potable water. This eliminates the need to construct a
costly redundant wash water tank at South WTP, keeping rates low for our customers.
Ultimately 1.5 MG was determined by our local and corporate Planning Engineers to be the
appropriate size for the proposed Sunset Elevated storage tank. This tank affects the vast
majority of Missouri American’s South WTP service area, which is estimated to include a
population of over 115,000 individuals. Constructing a significantly smaller size tank would be a
disservice to the residents of Sunset Hills and surrounding areas who rely upon the use of sound
engineering principles in the design of their utility infrastructure, and would have long‐term
impacts on operational costs and ability throughout the life cycle of this piece of infrastructure.
Figure 3: St. Louis County Population Growth
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Figure 4: City of Sunset Hills Population Growth
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Figure 5: Sunset Hills and surrounding areas circa 1937 (Sunset Elevated Tank circled in red).

Figure 6: Sunset Hills and surrounding areas circa 2018 (Sunset Elevated Tank circled in red).

3. Why an elevated tank?
Elevated storage tanks provide many benefits within a distribution system. Some of these
benefits include:
a. Providing a direct outlet to atmosphere which provides surge relief within the system.
This reduces the magnitude of pressure swings resulting from starting and stopping
pumps, which in turn reduces the number of water main breaks (and associated water
outages) within the service area.
b. Providing a passive means for setting the hydraulic grade line within a zone. Tanks can
be filled during off‐peak hours and are not immediately affected by loss of power or
mechanical breakdown of equipment. Elevated tanks are the equivalent of a backup
battery in an electrical system. If power is lost or pumps break down, the stored water
is already at the necessary hydraulic grade. The pressure within the distribution system
does not react drastically, providing the necessary time to restore power or repair
equipment before pressure drops within the system and a water outage ensues.
c. Providing a stable and readily available fire flow capacity. Elevated storage provides fire
flow for multiple fire emergencies and is typically not affected by short‐term electrical
outages. Elevated fire flow storage greatly minimizes the need for costly and rarely
used fire pumps being required as would be necessary for a ground storage tank and
associated pump station setup.
d. Increasing efficiency by lowering the need for additional pumps during peak demand
times which typically align with the period of day for highest electrical usage costs. This
helps maintain low rates for customers.
e. Minimizes the range of pumps required. Ground storage tanks require additional
pumps to achieve the same pumping capacity which results in additional on site noise
during operation. Pump stations also typically require an additional building to be
constructed and a secondary source of power (typically generators) which also
contribute to noise on site and contribute to a larger initial footprint being required and
higher long‐term operational and maintenance costs.
While many of Missouri American’s current tank sites within the St. Louis County area are
currently ground storage tanks, several are being evaluated to be replaced with elevated
storage tanks at or near the end of their useful lives. As electric costs rise, and the importance
of energy conservation continues to increase, passive systems such as elevated storage tanks
continue to be evaluated as a method to stabilize and/or decrease rates to our customers and
are more commonly becoming the most cost effective options over the lifespan of the piece of
infrastructure being evaluated.

